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)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMFANY ) Docket No. 50-289
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

LICENSEE'S RESPONSE TO UCS REQUEST FOR
I CERTIFICATION TO THE COMMISSION

On September 30, 1980, UCS filed a request for

'
certification to the Commission challenging the propriety,

as applied to TMI-1, of the Staff's announced intention to
,

extend the schedule on which operating reactors must comply

with certain Category B requirements listed in Table B-1

of NUREG-0578. The UCS challenge hinges on its interpreta-

tion of Section III(2) of the Commission's Order and Notice

of Hearing dated August 9, 1979, which reads as follows:

"(2) the licensee shall satisfactorily complete
the long-term actions listed in Table B-1 of
NUREG-0578 on the schedule set out in such table
and such other long-term actions listed above as
promptly as practicable."

!

UCS reads this provision as an immediately effective order j

of the Commission freezing for TMI-l the completion dates
i

!
for Category B items proposed in Table B-1 of NUREG-0578, !

so as to render those dates beyond the reach either of the
|
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Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation or the recommendations

of this Board.

Licensee opposes UCS' request on the grounds that

UCS' reading of Section III(2) is legally incorrect and en-

tirely inconsistent with other provisions of the Commission's

August 9, 1979 Order and Notice of Hearing.

1. The leaal effect of Section III(2) . It should

be noted at the outset that Section III, the " ordering" section

of the August 9, 1979 Order, has two numbered clauses. Clause

(1) orders Licensee (a) to maintain TMI-l in a cold shutdown

condition until further order of the Cc= mission, (b) to complete

prior to restart required short-term actions as determined by

the Ccmmission, after review of the Licensing Board's decision,

to be necessary and sufficient to provide reasonable assurance

of the public health and safety, and (c) to make reasonable

progress toward those required long-term actions " referred to

in Section IV" of the Commission's Order. Section IV in turn

covers only those long-term actions which the Commission had

required prior to August 9, 1979, or might thereafter require,
1/

"by immediately effective orders against other licensees."-

Clause 2 of Section III deals with other long-term actions

recommended by the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation not

covered by immediately effective orders against other licensees,

1/ No such immediately effective orders have been issued by
the Commission against other licensees with respect to
the Category B items of Table B-1 of NUREG-0573.

,
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including Category B items in Table 3-1 of NUREG-0578.

Ehat UCS overlooks is that the Commission's August

9, 1979 Order makes only clause (1) of Section III immediately
:

effective. See the first sentence of Section IV of the Order.

Clause (2) is not made immediately effective. The latter

2 clause is thus in the same legal posture as any non-immediately

| effective provision of a show cause order issued pursuant to

10 CFR 2.202 or an order for a license modification pursuant,

to 10 CFR 2.204. It is in effect a proposed order (consistent

with recommendations at that time of the Director of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation) the propriety of which (or in this case

the necessity for and sufficiency of which) is to be determined

on the basis of a hearing record. The schedule for completion

of Category B items may be a prcper issue in this proceeding,

but it is clear that as to those items the Commission has not

at this time mandated completion dates for TMI-l since the ;
l

Ccmmission has not issued immediately effective orders against 1

l
'

other licensees establishing such completion dates.

2. The inconsistency of UCS' position with other

provisions of the August 9, 1979 Order. UCS' improper reading

of the legal effect of Section III(2) is also inconsistent with

.the clear intent of other provisions of the Commission's Order
2/

with respect to long-term items.- These provisions make it

,

:

2/ As noted by UCS in its request for certification, the ter- |
'

minology of the Commission's August 9, 1979 Order clearly
classifies the Category 3 items in Table B-1 of NUREG-0578 !

as long-term for purposes of the Order.

.
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clear that the Commission did not intend to remove either the

necessity for or the timing of completion of Category B items
3/

from the issues to be decided in this proceeding.- Thus,

Section I of the Order recites the Commission's finding that

the Commission "has determined that certain additional long-

term actions are required to be completed as promptly as. . .

practicable, and that reasonable progress on the ccmpletion of

such actions prior to restart is required." (Emphasis supplied)

In introducing the long-term actions recommended by the Director

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (including compliance with the

Category B recommendations as specified in Table B-1 of NUREG-

0578) Section II further states: "The Commission has additional

concerns, which, though they need not be resolved orier to re-

sumption of cperation at Three Mile Island Unit 1, must be satis-

factorily addressed in a timely manner." (Emphasis supplied)

Section V of the Order, in defining the issues to be considered

in the hearing, states with respect to long-term actions that

the issues include not only the necessity for and sufficiency

| of such actions but whether they "should be required of licensee

as soon as practicable." (Emphasis supplied) Finally, Section

VI of the Order, which establishes the conditions under which

the Commission may lift the suspension of TMI-l's operating

-3/ UCS' position that the Commission intended to freeze the
date by which Category B items must be completed makes no
sense unless UCS also contends that the Commission meant
to freeze the Category B requirements themselves. Such
a contention would lead to the absurd conclusion that the
Commission meant to exclude Category B items from other
long-term actions which are to be judged as to necessity
and sufficiency under Section V of the Commission's Order.

_4_
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authority prior to a final decision, requires as a precondi-
.

tion to lifting the suspension only the completion of short-

term actions and those long-term actions as to which the

; Commission has issued immediately effective orders against

other licensees. As previously indicated, no such orders

covering Category B items have been issued. Thus throughout

its Order the Commission recognized that long-term actions

recommended by the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

need not necessarily be completed prior to restart and that

their completion would not only be dependent on findings by

the Board and Ccmmission as to the necessity for and suffi-

ciency of the actions but that completion dates would be

governed by determinations as to how soon such completion is

practicable .

For the above reasons UCS ' request for certifica-

tion should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS & TRCWBRIDGE

Sy . ] ffs) ', ffW ./
'

George h'. Trowbridgd

Dated: October 7, 1980
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of " Licensee's Response

to UCS Request for Certification to the Commission," dated

October 7, 1980, were served upon those persons on the attached

Service List by deposit in the United States mail, postage pre-

paid, this 7th day of October, 1980.
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